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1 Enterprise Europe by 2005 
In EU Commission Staff Working Paper dated 9 November 2000 in Brussels 
„Better, but not yet the Best, Enterprise policy action to improve Europe’s 
competitiveness” the Commission declared the most important tasks for the 
Community until 2005. They said that for the European Union to achieve its 
declared goal of becoming the most competitive and dynamic knowledge driven 
economy in the world  it will have to improve its competitiveness performance 
dramatically. Although it had been facing the best macroeconomic conditions for a 
decade and a positive economic outlook for years ahead, some of its competitors 
were managing the changes and challenges still better. The competitiveness gap 
between Europe and its main competitors that had already been identified by the 
Commission on previous occasions, seemed to be widening. 

The consequences were considered by the Commission all too evident. In the 
European Union, over the previous 4 years, GDP per head grew by 2 % per year, 
while labour productivity rose by 1.3 % and employment by 1 % per year. But if 
there was some cause for satisfaction from this progress, there could be none when 
it is compared with the performance of the United States over the same period. 
During this time, the United States achieved growth of GDP per head at an 
average of 3.4 %, with labour productivity rising by 2.2 % and employment by 1.9 
%. Absolutely less well off than the US in standard of living, the European Union 
was also becoming relatively less dynamic than the US. The performance gap is 
widening. The result could be seen as the European Union failed to create the new 
jobs that its population demanded. It was against this background that Europe had 
to get to grips with its ability to adapt, to innovate and to change. The Commission 
declared that without serious progress – not just in absolute terms, but compared 
to its competitors - the achievement of Enterprise Europe by 2005 will remain a 
paper 



ambition. And Enterprise Europe is not just an end in itself, a target that can be set 
aside, albeit with some regret. Enterprise Europe is important for sustainable 
development. It was also considered as a precondition to an inclusive society. 

At Lisbon, the European Union set itself important goals and established methods 
to attain them. The Commission  reported on progress towards these goals in 
2001. The aim of this document was to identify key areas for work on enterprise 
policy and lead to implementation of existing policy recommendations and get 
further work and give the Commission a mandate to follow up action taken by 
Member States. 

2 Lack of Dynamism 
From the Commission’s point of view Europe’s main problem seemed to be a lack 
of dynamism. „Whether it is a move from low skilled to high skilled industries, or 
from traditional technology to new information technology, there still seems to be 
a slowness to take on board structural change.” 

Though there was some cause for satisfaction in the continuing growth of 
investment in new technology, Europe’s businesses were still not exploiting it 
fully. Analysis of Europe’s performance kept pointing to a major weakness: too 
much time was lost before necessary changes and re-orientations are introduced 
and then fully exploited. This was true for industry, where the speed of change 
was higher in both US and Japan than in the European Union. In their opinion it 
was true for governments and administrations as well. The European Union 
needed still further and ongoing improvement in the speed at which it adapts, 
innovates and changes. 

3 Doing Well, but not Well Enough 
The Commission, based on paper presented previously by the European 
Commission to the Council and Parliament  stated that the European Union 
needed to get to grips with these problems. Happily, the picture is not all bad. 
Much had been achieved, much more was in the pipeline.5 Further, the 
performance of the Member States was highly heterogeneous. If there was still 
cause for disappointment in overall performance, there was equal cause for 
satisfaction with some of the achievements of every Member State. It was clear 
that the European Union did not consist of some pioneers and some under-
performing Member States. Every Member State had shown the ability to act 
dynamically, to lead the pack, in one field or another. What was lacking is 
consistently high performance. The picture was therefore of a European Union 



that was doing well, but still not well enough: a European Union that could do still 
better, and that had the demonstrated capacity to do just that. If this was 
challenging, it was also encouraging. To know what was needed, to realise that it 
can be done and that the capacity to do it was there, was the first step towards 
actually achieving it. What had to be added is determination to exploit every 
opportunity to that end. 

4 Competitive Performance 
The analysis of the competitiveness of its business confronted the European Union 
with a series of key issues that were not new, but deserve to be constantly 
repeated. 

In the first place, the European Union was under-performing in terms of 
productivity. This applied not just to the workforce’s productivity level, but to its 
growth as well. While the European Union was doing better every year, shifting 
steadily towards the high quality sectors on which a high wage economy had to 
rely, its competitors were getting more for their efforts. What was there in the 
European Union that prevented it moving ahead as fast as its competitors? There 
was reason to believe that it is not just higher investment, but new patterns of 
investment that had fed US success, with a higher share of investment in new 
technology. The European Union still needed to accelerate its investment in new 
technology. While there was acceleration in investment, the European Union was 
continuing to lose ground, not to gain it, against its competitors. It was investing 
ever faster, but the US is investing more, and the gap was widening. And while the 
exploitation and use of new technologies did not yet seem to be firing up the 
growth of European productivity, the consequences of the efforts made in the US 
were showing up in its performance. The European Union needed to be yet more 
aggressive in exploiting its investment in new technology. 

Industries that use knowledge based services intensively top the league in labour 
productivity, in value added growth, in maintenance of secure employment and in 
quality differentiation. The US was more specialised than the European Union in 
sectors that were major users of the knowledge-based services. In the opinion of 
the Commission Europe’s performance in the development of these services, 
while good, was not as good as it could be. The competitive edge of enterprises in 
all economic sectors increasingly depends on getting the most from these services. 

While it may be that the European Union had been hit hard by economic shocks of 
the previous decade, it had also experienced major changes that should have 
helped it become more flexible, better able to absorb shocks and faster at adapting. 
The Single Market and the deregulation of financial markets had opened 
enormous opportunities for business and major structural changes had come as a 
result. This led to a continuously growing benefit to competitiveness, which was 



further reinforced by moves towards enlargement and liberalisation at a wider 
level. The liberalisation of telecommunications and public utility services such as 
energy and transport led to dramatic improvements in performance and range of 
choice. The introduction of the Euro reduced the uncertainties and costs of trade 
within the common currency area. In Commission’s view the full effects of some 
changes were not yet present in 2000. The Internal Market in services had been 
difficult to achieve and slow to come on stream. Many Member States made a late 
start on implementing the reforms and the extent of the reforms themselves may 
have taxed the capacity of business to adapt. The slowness of business reaction in 
the European Union pointed to the weakness of European entrepreneurship. 
Exploitation of opportunities, seizing initiative and jumping ahead was the very 
stuff of entrepreneurial activity . The Commission has brought forward evidence 
that the entrepreneurial spirit was generally weak across Europe as a whole. There 
was a deficit in entrepreneurship; but the “animal spirits” that had driven 
entrepreneurial creativity were also undermined by public policy. Despite the 
improvements already achievedadministrative procedures and regulation 
continued to sap Europe’s vitality. The factors behind previous improvements in 
American growth and productivity underlined the danger to the European Union’s 
future performance. The US had experienced faster growth of the capital stock. As 
second factor, a combination of factors had helped keep inflation down. These 
include increased competition, deregulation, more open trade, tight fiscalpolicies 
and falling IT prices. Third they mentioned productivity growth that had been 
driven by ICTs and the 

organisational changes that they allow. Not only had the US experienced higher 
investment in ICT, but businesses seem to have made more of it. This means that, 
as long as the entrepreneurial deficit remains, even a significant growth in ICT 
investment in Europe might not suffice to close the competitiveness gap. 

On the other hand, in the opinion of the Commission, the European Union was 
showing points of strength. It was considered still strong in exports, and was 
defending its role as a provider of high quality products. European service 

markets had become more global and less fragmented markets create economies 
of scale and encourage network effects. There was a trend towards increasing 
penetration of knowledge-based services in the economy. Sectors that rely heavily 
on those services have experienced above average performance, including in 
employment, thus keeping at bay the fear of a conflict between growth and social 
cohesion and providing support for the modernisation of the European economic 
and social model. 

These strengths, together with technological leadership in fields such as mobile 
Communication were required to be exploited. It was by meeting the challenges of 
the knowledge-based economy that Europe could improve its competitiveness and 
close the gaps. 



5 Highlights in the Picture 
In 2000 Europe’s competitiveness in the knowledge based economy was 
characterised by dispersed 

performance. The Commission’s paper said „If there are disappointments in many 
policy areas, there are also plenty of bright 

spots, spread across the Member States.” 

Europe still seemed to believe that entrepreneurs are born, not taught.While Japan 
and the US 

continued to put more effort into commercial and business education than the 
European Union, in 2000 

Ireland led the field for the share of business graduates in society as a whole. 
France was the first 

in science and engineering graduates. 

In the Commission’s opinion administrative difficulties surrounding the setting up 
of new companies had been partly 

addressed, but there were still greater difficulties in the European Union in general 
than in the 

US or Japan. „Yet Denmark has the cheapest, quickest and least burdensome 
procedures of 

any.” 

The United Kingdom led the world on quality assurance of products. Finland, 
Sweden and 

Italy were in the lead on use of mobile telephony. Austrian, German and Swedish 
SMEs led in  

the commercial use of the Internet in Europe, Ireland in high-tech exports. 

6 Learning from the Best 
The Commission found plenty of good examples where one or other Member 
State was setting the pace, 

providing the benchmark, so Europe’s weakness was not due to fundamental 

inability to compete, but rather to inconsistency in performance, failure to 
complement 



success in one field with strength in another. The abundance of good experience 
and 

successful policy development in all the Member States offered a rich source for 
policy 

improvement.10  To improve performance, in Commission’s view,the European 
Union did not even need to look to 

the US or Japan for inspiration. If the Member States could exploit Europe’s best 
practice, it 

would transform many areas of its competitive performance into pace setters for 
the 

developed world. 

In recognition of this, Member States had already participated in benchmarking 
projects 

aiming at policy improvement.  

7 The Action Needed 
The Commission in its paper listed key areas in which the European Union, 
although it was doing well in many fields, needed to do still better. These fields 
were as follows: 

- The potential of the knowledge-based services must be fully realised. 

- Investment in ICT must increase and must be more thoroughly exploited. 

- The administrative, regulatory and fiscal environment of firms must be 
simplified 

and improved. 

- Entrepreneurship must be encouraged. 

8 Priorities for Enterprise Policy at the European 
Level 

The Commission emphasised that major task was to create a business environment 
that facilitates innovation, adaptation and change. 

In its own area, the Commission expressed its will for action on a mumber of 
areas. 



They promised to reduce regulatory burdens, which would develop business 
impact assessment, further refine the New Approach to product regulation and the 
Global Approach to conformity assessment, review existing product regulation 
and develop co-regulation. The Commission wanted to facilitate the take-up of 
new technologies and procedures. To this end improve key interfaces in the 
innovation system and focus on the regulatory framework, ensure coherence of 
innovation policies and encourage the creation and growth of innovative 
enterprises. The Commission’s eEurope Action Plan identified the key areas for 
action to facilitate the transition towards an information society. The Commission 
expressed its will to bring forward a strategy to realise the potential of services, 
which would address the internal market in services and tackle remaining barriers. 
An important part of this is the Financial Services Action Plan, to be completed by 
2005. 

They wanted to pursue best practice in the areas covered by the European Charter 
for Small Enterprises. The Multiannual Programme for Enterprise and 
Entrepreneurship(2001-2005) was required to support work on entrepreneurship, 
the availability of skills, the provision of business support services, the financial 
environment and the administrative environment of all enterprises. 

The Commission wanted to ensure that all enterprises, particularly SMEs, are 
aware of the challenges as well as the potential linked to the new economy and 
sustainable development. 

9 Moving forward with the Member States 
The Commission had set out a procedure for the progressive development of 
enterprise policy 

under the name Best Procedure. Through this, it is working with the Member 
States to 

establish an annual cycle of work that will improve competitiveness. A long list of 
good 

practices had been identified. By acting on the recommendations contained in 
these papers, the 

Commission and the Member States will already make significant progress in 
improving the 

enterprise policy environment. 

In Commission’s view the following actions were needed to keep this process 
moving: 

1. The Member States should take all appropriate actions to implement the 



recommendations of best practice projects already carried out. 

2. The Commission should monitor the results of these actions, in order to identify 

success and to highlight further potential for improvement. 

3. The Commission and the Member States should together identify priority issues 

affecting European competitiveness for detailed examination in 2001. 

4. The Commission and the Member States should develop projects to identify 
good 

practice related to these priority issues. 

 

To reinforce this work, the Commission promised to develop the advice it receives 
from the Member 

States and from business by the establishment of an Enterprise Policy Group. It 
will use this 

to help drive the Best process. 

If we see around in Europe, we recognize that the Commission’s Paper is still up 
to date. We may have the feeling as if it was written in 2006. The position of our 
continent seems to be even worse then it was six years ago. Words from the top 
are not enough, bottom-up action is needed to be able to keep up with the 
competitors.  
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